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QUESTION: 1
A customer wants to implement a P2000 G3 solution that allows asynchronous copies
between two offices in separate cities. Which hardware and software solution
accomplishes this at the lowest cost? (Select two.)

A. dual 8 Gb/s FC controllers
B. dual combo FC/iSCSI controllers
C. Continuous Access for P2000
D. Volume Copy
E. Remote Snap

Answer: B, E

QUESTION: 2
What information about the current customer environment must you know in order to
identify the controller requirements for a P2000 G3 solution?

A. type of disk drive enclosures in use
B. speed at which the storage interconnect operates
C. types of HBAs installed in the hosts
D. number of disk drives configured in RAID volumes

Answer: C

QUESTION: 3
During a P2000 solution verification, the customer requests the implementation of a
number of features not included in their original request. Which requests require adding
licenses to the standard support? (Select two.)

A. a total of 128 snapshots
B. additional controllers
C. volume-copy functionality
D. drive-spindown functionality
E. Remote Snap functionality

Answer: A, E

QUESTION: 4
Which warranty option is a warranty upgrade option for the P2000 G3 MSA?
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A. next-business-day delivery
B. hard drives carry own warranty
C. 3-year parts exchange
D. 6-hour call-to-repair

Answer: D

QUESTION: 5
Which warranty option is generally considered part of the standard warranty?

A. 5 years parts exchange
B. enclosures carry their own warranty
C. 4-hour response time
D. same day response

Answer: B

QUESTION: 6
What can you do to display the disk drive enclosure IDs of a P2000 G3 array in the
proper order after re-cabling?

A. Unplug and reconnect each enclosure from top to bottom.
B. Restart Controller A and then Controller B.
C. Remove and reorder the I/O modules in the enclosures.
D. Run the Rescan Disk Channels task from the Tools menu.

Answer: D

QUESTION: 7
Which mapping is used when a system engineer deletes an explicit mapping on a P2000
G3 storage system?

A. access mapping
B. default mapping
C. volume mapping
D. alias mapping
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Answer: B

QUESTION: 8
What is the first step in configuring RAID 10 or RAID 50 vdisks?

A. Create sub-vdisks.
B. Assign dedicated spares.
C. Enable write-through caching.
D. Initiate a disk-scrub.

Answer: A

QUESTION: 9
You are configuring remote replication. What must you do on the remote volume before
you take the first replication image (snapshot)?

A. Initiate a disk scrub on both volumes, local and remote, to ensure disk integrity.
B. Wait until the initial block-by-block replication from the local to the remote volume
completes.
C. Define a sync point on the local volume and then back it up.
D. Create a volume that is shared among the local and remote hosts.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 10
Which advanced configuration option enables you to update the firmware of both
controllers simultaneously on a dual-controller P2000 G3 system?

A. Partner Firmware Update
B. Other Controller Update
C. Online Controller Update
D. Dual Controller Update

Answer: A

QUESTION: 11
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